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Dark Galaxies On the WAX blockchain with an

Atomic Assets structure



Dark Galaxies

Hey Dark Galaxies community, welcome to the Dark 
Galaxies universe where you can experience the best 
gaming on the WAX blockchain space, and 
depending on your gaming abilities, earn income at 
the same time.

Our game has been developed by experts in the field 
throughout the world. Utilising their expertise we 
can bring you not only a world class game where you 
can play to earn, but also understand the universe of 
Dark Galaxies through a total of 7 science fiction 
novels, as well as, your own set of poker chips to 
keep your game top of mind.



Dark Galaxies

WHAT DRIVES US

The blockchain gaming industry is evolving very swiftly, as has the use of NFTs. This is well 
known in the gaming world, and the enormous growth in development based on 
blockchain and the extraordinary features of this technology provides endless possibilities 
right now and long into the future.

Dark Galaxies has built an integrated digital platform based on card decks that have 
multiple attributes. Rarity, Creature Race, Character or Artifact, Mana, Attack and Defence 
values, Abilities. These unique card characteristics are the way Dark Galaxies has built a 
blockchain based gaming world which has a future secured through the use of Non 
Fungible Tokens (NFTs).
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OUR TEAM

Years of experience building digital games integrated with blockchain 
specialists has seen this like minded group build themselves into a 
powerful team which has developed an ever more powerful gaming 
platform. Early adoption of the concept by first mover deck acquirers 
has contributed to the creation of an NFT ecosystem in the 
blockchain space that will drive sustainable long term value to 
players and investors alike.

Our Team philosophy has been to build and deliver a comprehensive 
ecosystem which includes the game, novels, chips and NFTs to create 
a liquid NFT marketplace as well as a significant Dark Galaxies 
community.
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OUR VISION

Dark Galaxies believes that now blockchain is 
well and truly here, and the use of NFTs 
becoming more and more common every day, 
that the play to earn market will grow at least 
at the same pace.

We see a future where blockchain applied 
financial markets will reach even further, 
bringing pay-to-earn gaming technologies to 
the very corners of the world.
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WHAT IS THE TECHNOLOGY BEHIND DARK GALAXIES

DTX and DTF are the tokens created on the EOS 
blockchain, they will be tradeable by anyone and initially 
listed on a decentralised exchange in the following pairs

• WAX:DTX

• DTX:DTF

All blockchain assets will reside on the WAX blockchain in 
the Atomic Assets structure.

Dark Galaxies is a browser based game in WebGL format 
built in Unity for the trading card game and ReactJS for 
the mining game.
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GAME PLAY AND FEATURES

The game will be based on the effective utilisation of strategies 
to skilfully play the cards in the players deck to the disadvantage 
of a variety of opponents.

• Single Player

• Multi-Player PVP

• Land Battles

• Planet Battles

• Mining for rewards
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BATTLE

In the galaxy a player has the 
chance to come up against 
another player, or 
alternatively, another player’s 
cards on the board.

Let the battle commence.

Alongside mining, this is the 
cauldron to play and earn.
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PLAYING TO EARN

A planet owner can determine the rewards 
and tax rates for their entire planet, what 
they will receive, as well as the attackers, 
defenders and miners.

But play carefully, balance is the key.

Mining on planets is how players earn the 
token DTF. Each of the 2400 planets can 
accommodate up to 10 miners per planet.
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ATTACK AND DEFENCE

Attack points that lie in a card refer 
to the amount of damage that card 
can deal…

Defence points is the amount of life 
that’s left in a character card. Don’t 
get to zero or a black hole awaits.
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MINING ATTRIBUTES

Each mining tool has a Power and 
Cooldown factor to determine how 
much reward it will yield.

Each planet has a Difficulty and 
Cooldown which aids in the reward 
calculation to determine a players 
mining reward.
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THE RACES

The Guq’uk

Order of the Luma

The Dread

Jujari

The Kulze Humans
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LEADER BOARDS
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TOKEN USAGE AND FLOW



Dark Galaxies
DTX Distribution

Type % Total DTX

Player Rewards 35% 350,000,000

Community Development 20% 200,000,000

Developers 15% 150,000,000

Advisors 5% 50,000,000

Galactic Treasury 10% 100,000,000

Public Sale 8% 80,000,000

Private Sale 7% 70,000,000

Total 100% 1,000,000,000
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DTX Price Information

Private Sale – White Listing Required

1 DTX = USD$0.04
DTX Minimum Purchase per Wallet = 10,000 DTX
DTX Maximum Purchase per Wallet = 5,000,000 DTX

Vesting Period

12 Month Cliff Period
24 Month even DTX distribution after Cliff

Public Sale

1 DTX = USD$0.06
DTX Minimum Purchase per Wallet = 1 DTX
DTX Maximum Purchase per Wallet = 5,000,000 DTX

Vesting Period

No Vesting Period

All sales will be conducted in WAX and all wallets will be subject to KYC/AML identification procedures.

All DTX & DTF tokens are sold and distributed by Galactic Treasury Corporation registered in British Virgin Islands
Company Number 2100423
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WHAT OTHERS SAY

The update of whitepaper really makes my feel good about 
this project, even better than the last update! The 
introduction about mining is awesome update. I really think 
team will make the best for game for WAX and their 
community – Shoty - Player

The graphics are very nice, and I like the idea of democracy 
and voting on every change, and also the site is easy and 
simple, and the game is not complicated like other existing 
card games – XxX - Player

We believe that Dark Galaxies have the capability to scale 
rapidly and deliver any objective that they set in their sights. 
We’re proud to have them as an official partner and I have no 
doubt that Dark Galaxies will be a dominant player in the NFT 
P2E Ecosystem and looking forward to see what the future 
holds – Malaki - SolCraft

I, CriptoGary with my Spanish-speaking NFTS and Criptos
YouTube channel, am proud to have worked for the Dark 
Galaxies project, a project that for me and for their hard work 
seems to have great potential, I hope to continue collaborating 
with them in future videos – Cripto Gary – Influencer/Promoter
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For all enquiries and further information, 
please see any of the following links:

Web Site: https://darkgalaxies.io

Email: sales@darkgalaxies.io

Telegram: https://t.me/darkgalaxiesannouce

Discord: https://discord.gg/kvnnWMzWbg

Twitter: @DarkGalaxy_Game

Thank you for your interest in Dark Galaxies
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